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The Arctic is a region that is almost a mirror image of the South. For while the 
Antarctic is a frozen continent surrounded by an immensely rich ocean, the Arctic 
is a frozen ocean almost entirely surrounded by land.
                    Tim Flannery   
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UNMOORING PERCEPTIONS

Rori Knudtson

We shall do a great deal for the science of aesthetics, once we perceive not merely 
by logical inference, but with immediate certainty of intuition, that the continuous 
development of art is bound up with the Apollonian and Dionysian duality: just 
as procreation depends on the duality of the sexes, involving perpetual strife with 
only periodically intervening reconciliations.
           Friedrich Nietzsche

 
 Dichotomies are intimately connected to culture. It is how we 
explain who we are and who we aren’t, what is and what isn’t. Since the 
Enlightenment, and especially since the dawn of the industrial age, culture 
has been placed in juxtaposition with nature. Call it the binary imperative; 
genders were assigned, with nature christened as Mother Earth. So, in 
essence, man dominated over nature; man begets woman, woman exists 
to give life to mankind, and so on and so forth. It’s an antiquated story.

 We’re in the throes of an endemic humanitarian crisis called 
climate change, with a planet and its inhabitants at war with the eco-
systems that sustain it. One more dichotomy exists: those inhabitants 
who believe the situation is not man made, or refuse to concede it even 
exists at all; and then the rest of us who are struggling to grasp how we 
mitigate or adapt to this impending catastrophe. These polarities are a 
fail-safe tactic for ensuring business as usual, for reducing the threat to 
human existence to a seemingly trite and tired, old political argument. 
This concept of innately existing opposites has been engrained in all of 
us in western culture for centuries. But maybe, the idea of polarities is no 
longer relevant. We’re in a massive paradigm shift, yet we are still, as a 
species, very much contained within this structure of oppositions, looking 
desperately for a way out. Climate change could be the ultimate human 
epic written out on every landscape, and for all of those in the future. It is 
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our chance to align culture and nature as one conversation made up of an 
immense scale of compositions.

 In 2001, artist David Buckland launched what would be 
the pivotal restart of organized art-making travel to the Arctic region. 
Following in the footsteps of 19th Century voyages such as artist William 
Bradford’s chartered excursions farther north than any artists had 
ventured, Buckland’s Cape Farewell began with the idea “to raise public 
awareness about global warming.” This was further highlighted in his 
film entitled Art in the Arctic. The inception of Cape Farewell was not just 
a one off — the artist’s timing was impeccable. Cape Farewell is a living, 
breathing institute that gains more traction each year. We can view 
his precedence as a necessary seed, replanted, instigating an enormous 
following by artists over the past decade to flock to the polar extremes — 
as witness and as testament. Cape Farewell asks and answers, singularly, 
“What does culture have to do with Climate Change? Everything.” It is 
really that simple. This is not just one solitary cultural vision. It consists of 
all of us, and it’s created by a collective voice.

 Within this vast array of possibilities of cultural critique, 
emerging temperaments and individual aesthetics, we are taken into 
bodies of work that speak of context through separate lenses. To translate 
the enormity of our plight, countless, collective single voices are necessary. 
Each of us has our own understanding of the impacts of climate change, 
or more intimately, how it affects us daily. This means we’re interpreting 
our world in two ways — as individuals and as part of a larger collective. 
This isn’t a dichotomy. It is a dialogue about scale and interconnectivity.

 As an artist, my cultural cues gravitate towards architecture 
and the captured image, towards both the obvious and the hidden traces 
of time itself. While my work seems to blur in those spaces that could 
be best defined as the grey matter between reality and fiction, Magda 
Biernat’s Adrift series helps me see the obvious by placing two into one 
— the dwindling iceberg and the vacant Iñupiat hunting cabin. The 
juxtaposition of scale rendered into comparison is like a sharp slap in 
the face. One Iñupiat hunter’s narrative disintegrates as the polar regions 

warm: the dire economics of subsistence fishing is a direct effect of what 
is seen in the diminishing scale of one solitary iceberg. As one recedes, so 
does the other. The two are intertwined. We know now that they always 
have been. 

 The brilliance in Adrift is the use of our known western visual 
language as a means of polar comparison. It’s in Biernat’s method for 
taking us into a known idea of opposites (culture vs. nature by way of 
photographic choreography) that we are able to enter the conversation 
outside of the insular circles of art-market cacophony. She places the 
dialogue side by side, not in opposition, but by conveying the uncomfortable 
fact that these couplings are the same story.

 There’s a subtle delicacy to the witnessing of fragility and 
Biernat takes us there. In the context of the polar landscape, this may 
not be the most obvious projection: the image of the solitary iceberg, 
the calving glacier. These images are so firmly fixed in us now, like the 
prevalence of violence in media, that we’ve grown immune to them, 
while a significant portion of people still refuse to accept the judgement 
rendered by massive, melting glaciers and stranded polar bears. As artists, 
our challenge then is to link the intensity of scale of this situation to an 
intimate story — the human story.
  
 Contemporary polar images increasingly speak to an alarmist 
perspective, mixed with an odd, edgy plaintive hope. The people of 
these Arctic regions will endure, we insist on believing, simply because 
they have always endured and can’t possibly disappear. But they are 
disappearing. Each and every day, they move towards obsolescence. If 
the single architectural gesture on the landscape of this massive crisis 
gives a means to enter into a far more connected understanding of just 
exactly how much climate change impacts all of us, Biernat has indeed set 
a precedence for translation to a greater awareness. She has accomplished 
poetry without words, and a powerful statement without force. 
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